Reasons Why Fundamental Accounting Concept1 Test Fails

Insurance Based Revenues
IncomeLossFromContinuingOperationsBeforeTax = (Revenues - CostsAndExpenses)
Insurance based revenues is used by most insurance companies to report their income statement. The
area of the income statement which is different from a commercial and industrial company is in the
following relation:




(+) Revenues
(-) Costs and expenses (i.e. Benefits, Losses and Expenses)
(=) Income (loss) from Continuing Operations before Tax

This is the structure of the statement of income, insurance based revenues in the US GAAP XBRL
Taxonomy:

Insurance based revenue reporting is used by approximately 50 insurance companies.
The income statement provides an example of insurance based revenues reporting in the income
statement:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1042046&accession_number=0001042046-14000031&xbrl_type=v#
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For more information on the fundamental accounting concepts and the relations between these concepts please
see http://fundamentalaccountingconcepts.wikispaces.com
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Although the details of what make up “revenues” and “costs and expenses” (called benefits, losses and
expenses, a different concept than us-gaap:CostsAndExpenses) are very different, these two concepts
are the only real difference between the way an insurance company reports and a commercial and
industrial company reports on the income statement.
The cash flow statement has the same fundamental accounting concepts as a commercial and industrial
company. The balance sheet of an insurance company is generally unclassified, not distinguishing
between current and noncurrent assets and liabilities.
Each of these is considered good examples as they contain no nonconformance issues related to the
fundamental accounting concepts. Approximately 65% of all insurance companies conform to 100% of
the fundamental accounting concept relations for insurance based revenue:
CIK

EntityRegistrantName

SECFilingPage

0001122304

AETNA INC /PA/

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1122304/000112230414
000126/0001122304-14-000126-index.htm

0000004977

AFLAC INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/4977/000000497714000
095/0000004977-14-000095-index.htm

0001163348

Allied World Assurance Co Holdings, AG

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1163348/000116334814
000007/0001163348-14-000007-index.htm

0000874501

AMBAC FINANCIAL GROUP INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/874501/0000874501140
00044/0000874501-14-000044-index.htm

0001039828

AMERICAN EQUITY INVESTMENT LIFE HOLDING CO

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1039828/000103982814
000100/0001039828-14-000100-index.htm

0001042046

AMERICAN FINANCIAL GROUP INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1042046/000104204614
000031/0001042046-14-000031-index.htm

0000097196

American Independence Corp.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/97196/00000971961400
0021/0000097196-14-000021-index.htm

0000005272

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/5272/000000527214000
010/0000005272-14-000010-index.htm

0000783603

AMERICAN SAFETY INSURANCE HOLDINGS LTD

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/783603/0001193125133
27069/0001193125-13-327069-index.htm

0001018979

AMERISAFE INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1018979/000119312514
291449/0001193125-14-291449-index.htm

0001091748

Argo Group International Holdings, Ltd.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1091748/000119312514
298285/0001193125-14-298285-index.htm

0001267238

ASSURANT INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1267238/000119312514
284627/0001193125-14-284627-index.htm

0000008177

ATLANTIC AMERICAN CORP

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/8177/000114036114031
839/0001140361-14-031839-index.htm

0000727920

AXA EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE CO

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/727920/0001193125143
00424/0001193125-14-300424-index.htm

0000009346

BALDWIN & LYONS INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/9346/000000934614000
023/0000009346-14-000023-index.htm

0001067983

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY INC.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1067983/000119312514
291724/0001193125-14-291724-index.htm

0000020171

CHUBB CORP

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/20171/00011931251430
0782/0001193125-14-300782-index.htm

0000020286

CINCINNATI FINANCIAL CORP

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/20286/00000202861400
0031/0000020286-14-000031-index.htm

0000024090

CITIZENS INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24090/00000240901400
0012/0000024090-14-000012-index.htm

0001224608

CNO Financial Group, Inc.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1224608/000122460814
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EntityRegistrantName

SECFilingPage
000038/0001224608-14-000038-index.htm

0000800457

DONEGAL GROUP INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/800457/0001193125142
99700/0001193125-14-299700-index.htm

0001321268

Eastern Insurance Holdings, Inc.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1321268/000119312513
420816/0001193125-13-420816-index.htm

0000356130

EMC INSURANCE GROUP INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/356130/0000356130140
00110/0000356130-14-000110-index.htm

0001179755

Endurance Specialty Holdings Ltd.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1179755/000119312514
300199/0001193125-14-300199-index.htm

0001363829

Enstar Group LTD

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1363829/000119312514
305022/0001193125-14-305022-index.htm

0000922621

ERIE INDEMNITY CO

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/922621/0000922621140
00029/0000922621-14-000029-index.htm

0000914748

EVEREST REINSURANCE HOLDINGS INC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/914748/0000914748140
00015/0000914748-14-000015-index.htm

0001069996

FEDERATED NATIONAL HOLDING CO

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1069996/000114036114
031642/0001140361-14-031642-index.htm

0001472787

First American Financial Corp

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1472787/000156459014
002880/0001564590-14-002880-index.htm

0001395585

First Trinity Financial CORP

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1395585/000143774914
015337/0001437749-14-015337-index.htm

0001494904

GLOBAL INDEMNITY PLC

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1494904/000119312514
302780/0001193125-14-302780-index.htm

0000100716

Unico American Corporation

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/100716/0000100716140
00020/0000100716-14-000020-index.htm
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A wide majority of filers use the concept us-gaap:BenefitsLossesAndExpenses:
CostsAndExpenses

Count

us-gaap:BenefitsLossesAndExpenses

39

us-gaap:CostsAndExpenses

5

us-gaap:OperatingExpenses

4

Extension concept created or total not reported

3

us-gaap:OperatingCostsAndExpenses

1

A minority of filers use the concept us-gaap:CostsAndExpenses rather than usgaap:BenefitsLossesAndExpenses to report total expenses:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=100716&accession_number=0000100716-14000020&xbrl_type=v#
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What this rule tests
This rule tests the relationship between three very common line items of a financial report:




Equity attributable to parent
Equity attributable to noncontrolling interest
Equity

If a reporting entity has no equity attributable to noncontrolling interest, then equity attributable to
parent and equity are the same as there is no equity in noncontrolling interest.
Of all filers, approximately 98.6% pass this test. Of the remaining 1.4%, the following are the reasons
this test is failed:





Equity attributable to parent entered with the wrong polarity (30% of failures)
Concepts used for equity attributable to parent and equity have been reversed (30% of failures)
Equity or equity attributable to parent concept was not reported and could not be imputed
Undetermined reasons

Common reasons why test fails

Uses incorrect concept.
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1528610&accession_number=0001144204-14048933&xbrl_type=v#
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